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director of the University's programme of correspondence courses, a
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in 1932at the University of Washington. Taking summer coursesand one
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and published by the University of Toronto Pressin 1942under the title
KeyllesionEconomics.
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entitled DocsCa'IDdaNeedMorePeople?
(Oxford University Press,1951).Her
scholarly papers,a dozen in number, on general economic theory, welfare
economics,monetary policy and immigration policy were published in the
CanadianJournal0.' Economicsalld Political Science,the Amcrican Economic
RetJietv,
and edited volumes of essays.After retiring from her university
appointment, she completed a commissioned study of the funding and
organization of social scienceresearch,which was published in Mabel F.
'fimlin and Albert Faucher, The Social Sciencesin CalIDda: Ttvo Studies (Social

ScienceResearchCouncil of Canada, 1968). In aU,hers was a prodigious
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of executive 1941-1943,
vice-president 1953-1955,and president 1959-1~;
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the Royal Society of Canada in 1951and was awarded a Canada Council
Senior Fellowship in 1959.In 1976she was named a Member for the Order
of Canada.
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Doing DemocracyDifferently:
Has Electoral Reform Finally Arrived in Canada?
R. KennethCarty
TheUniversityof British Columbia
When I accepted the invitation over a year ago to come to
Saskatchewanto deliver the Timlin lecture it was not clear to me
what I should talk about. The committee is both generous and
trusting. It assumesthat those it invites will find a way to keep an
interestedaudiencepolitely enthralled for the requisite 45 minutes.
At the time I supposethat I probably expected to turn my attention
to the shifting structure and dynamics of Canadian party politics,
the area that I have written most about. I expect that my hosts
assumed that this would be appropriate in a period when the
national parties were juggling for position in the lead-up to a new
election. As it happens, the recent organizational turmoil and
leadership change in the Liberal party, the efforts by the right to
reorganize themselves, and the threat by the NDP to return to life
are all interesting issues deserving our careful attention. But not
tonight, for when it actually sunk in that I had accepted an
invitation to deliver one of the most prestigious lectures in the
country it quickly occurred to me that the members and friends of
the Departments of Economics and Political Studies, 'no ordinary
academics,'I would expectmorethana familiar account- however
dressed up in systems theory or other jargon - of the
reorganization of our electoral politics.
It never occurred to me then that I would be preoccupied with
the issue of electoral reform. Yet it is an important question and
one that has been at the centre of major political debatesaround the
world over the last decade and a half. The emergence of
competitive liberal democracies in Eastern Europe - where there
are now as many as in Western Europe - launched a round of
questioning about how democratic elections ought to be conducted
as all of those new regimes wrestled with the challenge of
devising, and then fme-tuning, electoral systems.And questions of
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electoral engineering have also been on the agenda of a good
number of the older established democracies.The countries of the
European Union have needed to adopt systems to allow them to
elect members to the growing European Parliament. In the United
Kingdom, a variety of electoral experiments, for London and for
the new Scottish and Welsh parliaments, have made electoral
institutions a major part of the significant constitutional reform
agendaof the new Labour government. And severalother countries
have engaged in wholesale electoral reforms in an attempt to
restructure or restart their electoral politics. Italy abandoned its
system of proportional representation while New Zealand moved
to adopt one, and Japan moved from one idiosyncratic system to
another. Clearly the subject of electoral reform is much in the air,
among citizens and politicians as well as the usual suspects in
academicpolitical science departments.
Electoral Reform: the Canadian 'debate'
Now electoral reform has never been an issue to seize many
Canadians. Despite the gradual evolution of a balanced set of
fundamental building blocks to structure our electoral competition,
ably charted in John Courtney's fine new study for the Canadian
Democratic Audit,2 it is fair to say that the subject has rarely
appeared on the front pages of the national press. From time to
time the issue has popped up in Liberal party platforms, but usually
only when the party was in opposition and perplexed by that
disruption to what it believed was the natural order. Once safely
back in office the Liberals have given it little secondthought. For
obvious reasons some of our smaller opposition parties have
advocated electoral reform, but they have never managed to
persuadea government. or the public, that it was in their interest to
change a system that regularly produced one-party majority
governments.
National political parties, with ambitions to govern, take the
electoral system for granted, believing it a good thing that allows
them to form majority governments when divisions among the
voters will not. In recent years, the Canadian Alliance and
Progressive Conservatives have seen their immediate political
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problem as one in which the system penalized them for being
divided. Their solution was a merger in which legitimate and
important differences over a range of policy areas would
necessarily be compromised. An alternate perspective is that it is
not the supportersof these political parties that have got it wrong,
and so should cease to exist as distinctive elements in the body
politic, but that a different electoral system is needed that would
allow for the legitimate expressionof the very differences that lead
to the creation of the two different parties in the first place.
Over three decades ago my former colleague (and a
distinguished Timlin lecturer) Alan Cairns published an important
scholarly analysis of the impact of the electoral system on
Canadian party politics.3 It offered a devastating critique that has
structured much of our thinking about the electoral system ever
since. He started by suggesting that "idealistic arguments" by
advocates of proportional representation were based on
"democratic fundamentalism." Seeking to avoid that debate he
simply proclaimed that he would not concern himself with that
"controversy ." Instead he turned his considerable analytic lens on
the impact of the electoral system as a device for stimulating and
exacerbating a party politics that fostered and reinforced
sectionalism and instability. Political parties, he argued,rather than
being agents of compromise and national integration were
responsible for aggravating sectional divisions through their
campaign strategy and policy positions. They did so becausethe
electoral system establisheda set of incentives that encouragedand
rewarded such practices.
Cairns' analysis was provocative and challenged our
understanding of Canadian political parties: were they the benign
accommodatorsthat brokerage theory suggested,or were they, as
he implied, really pernicious actors driven to foster the very
divisions they then promised to ameliorate? And if the latter, could
not the finger be pointed at the first-past-the-post electoral system?
Those concerned with the issue of electoral reform found that
Cairns' analysis shapedthe terms of the subsequentdebate. While
there has been no absence of proposals for reform in the years
since he published his essay, most have had, at their heart, a
preoccupation with curing the virus of regionalism as the central~
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distorting dynamic of our politics.4 In this they have been direct
responsesto Cairns' identification of the dysfunctional dimensions
of the electoral system. As a result, electoral reform has largely
been defined in tenDS of the national question: as a matter of
finding a way to soften sectional conflicts and improve the
capacity of national governmentsto respond to the imperatives of a
regionally divided society. Issuesof "democratic fundamentalism,"
a vital element in the debate over electoral systems in most other
places, have been pushed out of any central position in most
Canadian discussions about our basic electoral institutions.
Linking electoral reform so closely to the problems of
regionalism and national integration has also had the consequence
of diverting our attention from the experience of the provinces.
Any analysis of the impact of the electoral system on provincial
politics or provincial party systems is not likely to centre on
whether it engendersa regionally divisive politics. However, even
a quick reflection on provincial electoral history reminds us that
Canadianshave not always been committed to organizing electoral
competition within the confines of a single-member plurality
politics that Cairns so disapproved of. Multi-member
constituencies have been used in many provinces and only recently
disappeared in British Columbia, Prince Edward Island and New
Brunswick. Three of the western provinces (BC, Alberta and
Manitoba) experimented with different electoral formulae - using
both majority-preferential and single-transferablevote systems- to
elect their provincial legislatures at different times during the 20th
century. However, with the debate about reforming the national
electoral system centred on the 'regional disease,' little, if any, of
this provincial debate and experience has made its way onto the
agendaand into the argument. That is about to change.
E/~ctoral R~form Oil tlr~ Ag~IIda
In the past year electoral reform has suddenly appearedon the
county'S

,olitical agendaas never before. It is true that the new

Liberal leader and Prime Minister has made the 'democratic
deficit' one of his signature tunes, but Paul Martin's focus has been
on what happens inside parliament, not on how parliament is
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chosen, or who gets to sit in it. The Law Commission of Canadais
about to issuean advocacy report calling on Canadato adopt a new
Mixed-Member Proportional electoral system. But neither of these
developments,however welcome they may be to refonners, seems
likely to usher any immediate change in our electoral politics. As
so often happens in the federation, change is coming from the
ground up and starting in the provinces.
That one of the provinces might be talking about reform is
perhaps not too surprising - at any time some change is probably
being contemplated in one of them. What is so surprising about the
past year is the decision by half of the provinces, and one of the
northern territories, to suddenly put their basic electoral
arrangementson the political agenda. And for several of them to
do so in a way that almost certainly ensures there is going to be
more thanjust more talk and more reports produced from the flurry
of activity that has been started.Consider what has happenedin the
last year:
. In Prince Edward island, a one-man Commission on
Electoral Reform has recommended the province adopt a
proportional electoral system. It also recommendedit use a
BC-style Citizens Assembly and referendum to deal with
the issue.s

.

In Quebec,the newly elected government has announcedit
intends to introduce a Bill into the National Assembly this
spring that would give the province a mixed-member
electoral system.

. In New Brunswick, the newly re-elected government has
appointed a nine-member Commission on Legislative
Democracy whose mandate includes an injunction to
recommenda more proportional electoral system.

. In Ontario, a new government has created a Democratic
Renewal Secretariat, headed by a newly recruited Deputy
Minister, to help fulfill its electoral pledge to consult with
the people and hold a referendum on the electoral system.

. In British Columbia, a Citizens' Assembly on Electoral
Reform, peopled by 160 voters drawn at random from all
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over the province, has been established to study the
electoralsystemand sendany recommended
changesto a
provincial referendum at the time of the next election
whosedateis now fixed by law.
. In Yukon,the governmenthas appointeda SeniorAdvisor
on Electoral Reform who is chargedwith monitoring the
BC experiment and reporting back on how the Territory
might pursueits own electoralreform.
With the exceptionof Quebec,which hasbeendebatingthe subject
off and on sincethe first ParI; quebeco;sgovernmentappointeda
Minister for Electoral Reform in 1976,theseinitiatives have all
found themselveson their respective provincial agendaswith
rather little warning. No two of them are going at the problemin
the samefashion,but eachseemsto be moving in muchthe same
direction.
The BasDfor a Refo"" Age"da
It is difficult to identify any single or simple reasons that
might explain why so much of the country (the provinces involved
together represent over three-quartcrs of the population) has rather
suddenly taken up the issue. There has been no political crisis, no
breakdown of traditional politics of the sort that stimulated a round
of electoral reform in establisheddemocracieslike Italy, Japan and
New Zealand. The domestic situations facing the governments all
vary: there are new governments (Quebec, Ontario and DC) but
also those recently re-elected (pEl and NB); there are governments
that command an overwhelming majority in their legislature (PEl
and DC) and those that must watch their every move (NB); there
are Liberal governments and Conservative governments;there are
governments in big multi-party provinces and those in small bipolar ones. I emphasize governments here to make the point that
these initiatives have all been launched by sitting governments.
Though there have been a number of reform movements- the "Fair
Vote' organizations - working to raise awarenessof the issue, it
must be said that they have been easily dismissed to this point.
Though political scientists have been quick to point out that
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reigning politicians are normally loath to alter the very rules that
have brought them to power, in each of these cases government
leadershave quite consciously put electoral reform on the agenda.
Now it is true that three of the premiers who have opened the
door to electoral reform first did so when in opposition. Premiers
Campbell in British Columbia and McGuinty in Ontario both
deliberately included the issue in their party's election manifestos,
while all the parties in Quebec, including Charest's Liberals, had
committed themselvesto reform before the last provincial election.
Still, these premiers confounded a long history of opposition
parties' enthusiasm for electoral change being tempered by office
as they moved aggressively to pursue the topic, even in the face of
opposition from among their own supporters. Neither of the two
maritime premiers made electoral reform a significant electoral
issue, but both have taken action to seethat it is on their province's
agenda.6 Much the same appearsto be true of the Yukon where a
new government appointed a prominent Y ukoner as a Senior
Advisor on Electoral Reform to help kick-start change in the
territory .
There appearsto be no obvious common catalyst here. Each of
thesecasesreflects a different provincial story. It is not unusual for
policy demonstration effects to induce provinces to copy one
another's successful innovations. But, it surely seemsmore than
coincidental that six of our provincial-territorial jurisdictions
should simultaneously take up as politically difficult and charged
an issue as electoral reform. In several of the cases - British
Columbia, Ontario and New Brunswick - the premier himself
appears to be genuinely and personally committed to democratic
reform and in the small political worlds of the provinces premiers
often get what they want. Thus we should not overlook the
importance of strong individual personalities in engendering
change. However, it is also possible to recognize a set of general,
contextual factors that appear to be driving a good deal of the
impetus to changing the way we do democratic politics.
Electoral reform has been in the democratic air for a decade
now in a way not seen since the years following the First World
War. Some of this interest has been stimulated by the emergenceof
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new democracies in Eastern Europe, some by change in older
established ones as they worked to reconstitute their internal
politics. While provincial politicians may not spend their time
following internal debates over institutional arrangementsin other
countries, neither are they immune to the flow of ideas carried by
the scholarly and journalistic communities. Closer to home has
been a growing concern for falling voter turnout rates. During the
past decade, turnout in our national general elections has fallen
precipitously to the point that it is not much greater than that in
American presidential elections, a level long held in distain by
Canadian politicians and partisans. Less regularly noticed has been
a parallel decline in averagevoter turnout in provincial elections: a
recent estimate has it at eight percentagepoints lower than during
the 1980s,and in three provinces the most recent election saw less
than 60 per,cent of the electorate appear at the polls: This sudden
significant change in the electoral environment touches politicians
where they live and has produced a growing concern for the health
of the sYstem.Though changing the electoral sYstemis unlikely to
reverse, or perhaps even stem, this leakage of voters, the
recognition that proportional representation electoral systems
typically have higher turnout rates may have been one of the forces
fostering a new willingness to seriously consider electoral reform.
A second general factor is surely the failure of the political
parties to make much headway in closing the gender gap in our
public life. For some time now the major parties Refonn/ Alliance excepted - have been committed to increasing the
number of women elected to the legislatures and parliament of
Canada. As Trimble and Arscott have demonstrated, they made
considerable progress in the 1980sand 1990sbut the proportion of
women being nominated and elected appears to have plateaued,
and even declined in several jurisdictions, in recent years.8They
argue that the evidence points to the existence of a glass ceiling so
that the goal of numbers moving steadily, even if slowly, towards
equality now seems out of reach. But for those unprepared to
accept defeat on this significant representationalissue,the electoral
system presents a ready target. Much contemporary researchnow
demonstrates that women, and other groups traditionally
underrepresented in democratic legislative assemblies, are much
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more successful where mixed or straight proportional electoral

systemsare used.9That being the case,electoralreformis now
being seen as a cure for the failures of the plurality system to
provide for representationaldiversity and equality.
Two more explicitly political outcomes, which flow from the
logic inherent in the single-member plurality system, have also
contributed to a sense that it is time to reassess its ability to
provide for a legitimate politics and acceptable governments. The
first is its capacity to produce very unbalanced legislatures. Its
propensity to reward the largest party with significant seatbonuses
often stretches the distribution of partisan support in the
legislatures beyond recognition. And when legislatures are small,
as they are in most Canadian provinces, this may reduce the
opposition to a position where it is simply unable to perfonn the
tasks demanded of it by a properly functioning parliamentary
system. This has long been one of the unacknowledged dirty
secretsof provincial politics: in all the legislatures elected over the
past half-century the government has controlled more than 80
percent of the seats almost one~uarter of the time, more than 70
percent in 4 out of 10 instances. 0 The recent dramatic one-party
sweeps -<:ourtesy of the electoral system- in New Brunswick,
Prince Edward Island and British Columbia, effectively suspended
meaningful parliamentary politics in those provinces for years at a
time. Electoral outcomes like these have exposed a fundamental
flaw in the working of the system and lie behind a recognition that
without some electoral refonn the very legitimacy of the
parliamentary process must be called into question. This concern
alone surely explains much of the impetus to refonn in Prince
Edward Island, a province that has long prided itself on not rushing
into hasty change.
The second set of dysfunctional political outcomes delivered
by plurality systems are the so-called 'wrong winners.' These are
the situations when one party wins the election despite receiving
fewer votes than another. They are not unknown in Canada: both
John Diefenbaker and Joe Clark became Prime Minister by that
route and there have been cases in every province but PEl and
Alberta in the last half-century. In part our sensitivity to these
situations reflects a redefinition of general elections. We no longer~
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think of them as the sum of a series of individual contests(like the
best out of seven for the Stanley Cup) but as one national contest
in which the total vote share is the appropriate indication of the
real winner (as if total goals over several gamesdecided the Cup).
However when the late 1990s saw wrong wins by parties in three
provinces - Quebec's Parti quebecois, Saskatchewan'sNDP and
BC's NDP - these kind of outcomes began to look more like
serious problems than mere occasional Statisticalanomalies. While
it is true that two of them in little more than a decade does not
seem to have moved Saskatchewanvoters or politicians, the 1996
case in British Columbia contributed to shifting public opinion and
stimulated the province's Liberal party leadership to make
democratic reform a significant part of its 200 I electoral platform.
Thinking about elections simply as just one big contest has no
doubt spurred an interest in proportional representation. After all
PR takes as its touchstone the total share of the vote a party wins
and seeks to translate it into an equivalent share of the seats in a
legislature. That the plurality system so manifestly fails to do so is
now seen as its principal failing. Where our familiar singlemember system is thought to be superior is in its capacity to
provide voters with an identifiable local representative, to whom
they can give their confidence, take their concerns. and on whom
they can pass personal political judgment. But here is precisely
where ordinary voters feel the system is failing them. Most
Canadiansbelieve it is important to have a good local MP or MLA.
but a large majority now think that those elected soon lose touch
with the very people who elect them. They believe that we would
have better laws if MPs voted their conscience, or the wishes of
their constituents, rather than buckling under to party whips, but
they know that MPs have become interchangeabletrained seals in
Ottawa. Thus the present system is no longer being readily
defended in terms of one of its supposedprime virtues.

Reformfor PoliticsSake
Chalkedon the wall of the UBC political sciencebuilding is
the slogan:"'No matterwho you vote for the Governmentalways
wins." It seemsto me that the graffiti artist responsiblefor this
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messageis on to something.He or she may be reflecting the
generaldisaffectionthat is keepingyoung peopleaway from the
polls in droves. But the claim is about more than that. It is a
profoundcomplaintnot aboutthe government,andwhat it is or is
not doing, but aboutour politics and its failure to engagecitizens
in a way that allows what they do to make a difference - a
differenceto their lives or to their communities.And it is in this
concernfor a different kind, a betterkind of politics that we can
recognizethe roots of the currentelectoralreform debatesacross
the country.
The long-standing debate that Cairns started about our
electoralsystemalmost four decadesago definedthe problemas
about regionalism.The preoccupationin his analysiswas on the
consequences,
almostall negative,of the system'sinducedpolitics
of regionalismfor the working of Canadiangovernment.Cairns
arguedthat the electoralsystemstimulatedregionalpolicy making
and campaigning,a polity seenand understoodin regionalterms,
anda sectionalismand instabilityat the heartof the political order.
Thoughdescribedin termsof the country's politics, the argument
was directed to explicating the dysfunctional characterof this
politics for the developmentof a legitimate,effectivegovernment
capable of strengtheningnational unity. Not surprisingly the
refonn proposals that followed, and consumed most of our
attention,havebeenpreoccupiedwith fixing this. If only Liberals
couldelectmoreMembersin the west,or Conservatives
moreMPs
from Quebec,then nationalgovernmentswould be truly national
and public policy would be responsiveto the interests of all
Canadians.But adoptingPR is as likely to fragmentthe existing
partiesalongregionallinesasit is to ensurebetterregionalbalance
and understanding
within them.Electoralreformers'focuson it as
a tool of bettergovernmentgenerallyignoresits more immediate
consequences
for reshapingpolitics by changingthe numberand
nature of parties and the very character of electoral and
parliamentarypolitical competitionamongthem. Cairns himself
fell victimto this shortsightedness.
In his concludingparagraphhe
is to be foundpraisingthe useof proportionalrepresentation
in
Belgium as a device for softeningdivisions betweenthe Flemish
and the Walloons. But he had hardly put down his pen when PR~
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allowed Belgian parties to divide along linguistic lines and begin a
long process of unravelling and hollowing out the Belgian state
that continuesto this day.
In the enthusiasmto fashion a new electoral systemthat would
provide for better government there has been relatively little time
for idealistic arguments of democratic fundamentalism. Elections
are presentedas about important matters, like producing effective
stable government, not the ephemeral concerns of a fair and
representativepolitics. With the question of how to do democracy
defined as about how to do governance,it is little wonder that few
outside political science were enamoured with discussions of
electoral reform. Most ordinary citizens take the electoral system
for granted and know little about its basic properties. When told
that it is possible for a party capture a majority of the seats and
fonn a majority government with less than half the vote,
Canadians, by a 2-1 ratio, respond that this is "unfair." And a
recent IRPP snMiyby Paul Howe and David Northrup found that a
growing number of Canadians report that this feature of the
electoral system is simply "unacceptable."ll
What is striking about the new reform agendais that it is about
doing democracy differently by doing politics differently. The
issues and arguments at the heart of the contemporary electoral
reform debate are no longer about regional balance and
governments' policy-making capacity. They are about how can we
get more young people participating in the electoral process,about
how to increasethe number of women and minorities being elected
to our legislatures, about how to ensure that we have a vigorous
opposition that can hold the 'friendly dictators' that dominate our
politics to account, about how we can insure that the party that
wins the vote wins the election, about how to make sure that
election results are fair. All these are questions about how to do
politics differently. Of course they all have implications for doing
government differently, but they are fundamentally questionsabout
our politics. They provide an invitation to rethink and refonn our
institutional practices in terms of the ideals that we wish to see at
the basis of our political life. The considerations that are being
brought to bear are precisely those of democratic fundamentalism
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that Cairns sought to banish from the analysis of the impact of the
electoral system.
While the fonnula for translating votes into seats is at the
centre of a growing movement for changing the way we organize
and conduct our politics it is not the only item on the democratic
refonn agenda.Provinces are beginning to experiment in a serious
way with using citizen juries as an integral party of their policy
development process. Fixed election dates are supported by a
popular majority,12 and have now been legislated in British
Columbia and put squarely on the agenda in Ontario and New
Brunswick. The use of referendato legitimate changesto political
institutions is now an important part of the debate.That being so, it
would appear that we have been launched into a process in which
we are going to do reform differently.

Doing reform differendy
Five of the provinces are now engaged in serious movement
towards reform. Not all may make it, but it seemslikely that some
will. So, by the end of the next electoral cycle it is probable that
several provinces will have changedtheir electoral systemsand not
necessarily in the same direction. Any changesmade are bound to
reflect the perceived needs of their respective political
communities, but they may also reflect the somewhat different
paths to reform that the provinces are taking for no two are, as yet,
using the sameprocess.The prospectsfor comparative study make
this a political scientists dream!
Quebec has been at the subject, in one way or another, for a
quarter of a century. Ministerial proposals, expert reports,
government Green Papersand legislative committee hearings have
all dealt with the issue and a consensus appears to have finally
crystallized at a gathering of about one thousand ordinary citizens
meeting as the Etats Generaux in early 2003. It recommendedthe
adoption of a German-style Mixed-Member Proportional system
and the new Liberal government,no doubt recalling its 1998 defeat
despite winning the largest vote share,has announcedits intention
to introduce such a system in the spring of 2004. Reform will
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depend on the balance of forces in the National Assembly and
ultimately within the Liberal caucus. In this, the traditional
concernsof elected politicians are likely to weigh heavily.
On the surface the processesin the two Maritime provinces
look similar. In both, independent commissions were created by
the Premier to consider various aspectsof the electoral system- in
PEl a distinguished judge was named a one-man commission, in
NB a conventionally balancedand representativenine-personbody
was established. But in each case the commissions were given
mandatesthat went beyond the traditional charge to investigate a
problem. Both were specifically directed to consider alternate
electoral systemsand specifically proportional representation.New
Brunswick's Commission on Legislative Democracywas explicitly
instructed to "make recommendations on implementing a
proportional representationelectoral system." Theseare hardly the
typical commission of inquiry for they are not just exploring some
problem and providing wise advice. They have, in effect, been told
what the solution to the problem is - electoral reform that
introduces some kind of proportional representation - and their
task is work out what form would be best for their immediate
circumstances and how to implement it. In both cases the
governments involved expect that one of the important roles of
their commissions will be to take the issue out of partisan debate
and mobilize support for change.
Though New Brunswick is still at an early stageof its process,
the PEl commission has already reported. It recommendsa Mixed
Member Proportional system be adopted,but rather than calling on
the government to legislate the necessarychanges it argues that
there needs to be a much more participatory process in the
province. Besides a public education campaign and more
community meetings, the commissioner recommended that the
province adopt a BC-style Citizens Assembly, one of whose
principal tasks would be to formulate a referendumquestion so that
the issue could be put to the people at a general election. Having
taken the issue of electoral reform out of the hands of the
government, the impulse is to keep it out. If PEl is to change the
way it does democratic elections, the commission believes it is for
the people of the province to make that decision directly.
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O,n the surface Ontario appears to be going about its
democraticrefonnsin a ratherbackhanded
fashionfor it is creating
a bureaucracyon democracy.Headedby a bright youngacademic
hired for his interestin public opinion, deliberativeprocessesand
direct democracy,the government'snew DemocraticRenewal
Secretariatis chargedwith working throughan agendafor change.
High on its list of priorities is the electoralsystemand a mandate
to implementthe new government'spromiseto consultthe people
and then hold a referendumon the issue.Quite how this will be
doneis still an openquestion,but like the PEl andNew Brunswick
processeswe can see an avowed determination to mobilize
opinions,involve more citizensin the debate,and then allow the
electorateto makethe final decision.
Howeverit is in British Columbiawherereformis beingdone
most differently. No politicians, no commissioners.Instead a
CitizensAssemblyof 160ordinarycitizenshasbeencreated.The
160- half menandhalf womenasa resultof a deliberatedecision
to havemen's and women'svoicesheardequally,somethingthat
neverhappensin our legislatures- were selectedat randomfrom
the voterslist. And to ensurethat ordinaryvoterswould control of
the process active politicians were made ineligible for
membership.While Assembly membersrevel in the notion of
beingordinarycitizensthereis nothingvery ordinaryaboutthemat
all. They havecommittedup to a yearof their time to an intensive
study of the wide range of alternative electoral systems, to
attendingpublic hearingsall acrossthe provinceto listen to their
fellow citizens,and then to a debateto decidewhat they want to
recommend.Their mandateallows them to either endorsethe
current system or to recommenda specific alternative. Their
enthusiasm and willingness to do this is reinforced by the
knowledgethat whateverthey recommendwill not simply go into
another report, to be taken up or ignored as the government
pleases,but put to the province'svoters in a referendumon May
17,2005- the dateof the nextscheduledprovincialelection.
Can an assemblyof 160randomlychosenpeople,who come
from every comer of a vast sprawlingprovince,who reflect the
diverse cultural mix of the population,whose educationranges
from a basic schoolingthrough an Oxford doctorate,and whose
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life experiences range from those of a still-at-home 19-year old
student to the 18 year old retired RCMP officer, really work
together to master the complexities of electoral systemsand come
to some consensus on what is best for the province? Well the
Assembly is only part way through its work but the evidence
suggeststhat we need have no worries. It is slowly mastering the
intricacies of the Single TransferableVote, the realities of an open
list PR process, the strategic implications of majoritarian formula
as well as a dozen other aspects of many different electoral
systems. But members have also figured out that these technical
issuesare really secondary.They are clearly focusedon the big and
important political questions. What kind of politics do they want
for their province? Do they want to maintain its vigorous
adversarial competition or try to move towards a more consensual
coalitional style? How important is it to maintain local
representativesassociatedwith identifiable communities?Does the
legislature need to be more reflective of the province's social
diversity? Should the strength of parties in the legislature better
reflect the support they have amongstthe electorate?
Ultimately these are value questions, and only in answering
them can hard decisions be made about which electoral system
might best help build the desired political community. What
membersof the Assembly are focused on learning is how different
electoral arrangements speak to these issues. They have quickly
grasped that there is going to be no simple solution for there is no
perfect system, all involve potentially difficult trade-offs. They are
not bringing to their work a perspective shaped by a deep
knowledge of governance,or influenced by the immediate interests
of partisanship. They bring a concern for politics in the broadest
senseand as citizens they are wrestling with the issueof what kind
of electoral institutions will help the province foster the set of
political relationships they want to characterizeits future.

Doing DenwcracyDifferently
Electoral reform is on the agendabecausean increasing
number of Canadiansno longer believe that the presentsystem
works in acceptable ways. They want to find a way to do
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democracy differently. But this very reality createsa dilemma for
it has also meant that we can no longer count on our traditional
practices to produce the kind of reforms that will be seen as
acceptable or as legitimate. And so to get to do democracy
differently we first have to invent new ways, and establish new
standards,for reforming our basic political institutions. Inevitably
there is going to be a good deal of experimentationalong the way.
Two featuresof these new processesare already taking shape.
The first is that there is a significant demand for considerable
participation in defming the problems, studying the issues, and
creating the agendaof alternatives. Even where issuescan get very
detailed and technical, as electoral systems quickly can, citizens
are willing to put the time and energy into doing the hard work.
BC's assembly members are giving up a year of their spare time,
and absorbing the equivalent of a third year university political
science course, because they believe their work can make a
difference for their community. This points to the secondfeature of
these reform processesthat is important. Citizens are willing, even
eager, to engage when they know that their participation might
make a genuine difference. BC's assembly members know that
their work will not go into another government report to sit on
another shelf in the legislative library to await somehistory student
twenty years from now. It is going directly to the people in a
referendum so that there will be a real debate and a popular
decision taken. Referendums are quickly becoming the gold
standard for major legitimate reform. Ironically, it was a
referendum defeat - on the Charlettown Accord - that taught the
Canadian electorate that the only way they could have their way
was to have a referendum that overrode the politicians and
governments.
On Prince Edward Island a judge in commission reports that a
referendum is needed in the province. New Brunswick's premier
has declared electoral reform would need to be legitimated by a
referendum. The new Ontario premier believes he needsto act so
that he can keep his election promise to hold a referendum. The
British Columbia Citizens Assembly is working hard becauseits
members know they have an opportunity to create a referendum
opportunity for their fellow citizens. This spectre of a new
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participatory world, animated by referendums,doesn't sit well with
the defendersof traditional parliamentary processes.However it is
clear that it is now time we started thinking through how we are
going to manage both together, and how this marriage of
representative and populist institutions is going to change our
common political life. But that is the subject for another lecture. . .
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